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A BSTRACT
Delay-tolerant networking (DTN) enables nodes to communicate by means of asynchronous messaging even
though no end-to-end path may exist at any point in time.
Messages may be of arbitrary size and the (email-style)
store-carry-and-forward operation keeps copies of messages in possibly many nodes for an extended period of
time. Suitably designed application protocols avoid frequent interactions and create self-contained messages instead. We leverage these properties and propose application support for DTN routers. By adding explicit application hints visible to intermediate DTN nodes the latter
can selectively aid application performance, by means of
application-dependent routing, cooperative caching, distributed storage, or even more complex operations.

ing further support functions such as caching will not require additional processing (such as reassembling application data). Moreover, assuming that bundles will usually be larger (at least not smaller) than packets, the arrival frequency is lower, rendering per-bundle processing
less expensive than per-packet processing. Finally, depending on the routing protocol, DTNs may keep ADUs
longer available due to extended storage periods and
wider dissemination (when using replication).
These observations motivate using DTN nodes for
(mobile) storage and retrieval. In this paper, we leverage bundles queued in DTN routers for the purpose of
caching and distributed storage platform but also consider generalizing these concepts to support further application protocol operations. After a review of related
work in section 2, we introduce application scenarios in
section 3 and outline application support in DTN routers
in section 4. We show first simulation results for information caching in section 5, discuss limitations and some
open issues in section 6, and conclude with a short assessment and discussion of next steps in section 7.

1 I NTRODUCTION
For many years, caching and (more recently) dynamic
content adaptation techniques have been used for web
applications in the Internet to serve users more efficiently, distribute load, and tailor results to each requestor. Of particular interest are wireless nodes for
which Internet connectivity is often the bottleneck. With
increasingly powerful wireless devices (particularly in
terms of local storage and communication capabilities),
cooperative caching [12] among mobile nodes in mobile ad-hoc networks gains potential in addition to the
caching infrastructure offered by service providers.
However, traditional web caching is not very well
suited for mobile (ad-hoc) environments: Caches, placed
within the infrastructure or located on other mobile
nodes, need to be “inserted” between the client and
the origin server. This can be achieved by client
(auto)configuration or by having the cache intercept IP
packets transparently from the passing traffic (which requires that all packets follow the same route and the
cache is on-path). Both is difficult to achieve in dynamic
mobile environments. As request and response data are
transmitted as a sequence of otherwise independent IP
packets, caches need to terminate an application connections and reassemble, interpret, and process each application data unit (ADU).
The situation is different with Delay-tolerant Networking [1]. As application protocols cannot rely on
highly interactive communications, protocol messages
(bundles) are semantically self-contained (i.e., ADU =
bundle). This means that intermediate routing nodes will
often only operate on complete ADUs so that implement-

2 R ELATED W ORK
DTN has been studied to enable communication in disconnected or challenged environments, including sparse
mobile (ad-hoc) networks. Communication in DTNs is
asynchronous, modeled after email. Messages may be
stored for an extended period of time (rather than discarded) if no end-to-end path exists and may also be carried physically during this period, thus extending communication capacity and reach. In the DTN architecture
[1] different (inter)networks are interconnected above the
transport by means of a bundle layer. Bundles are forwarded hop-by-hop between DTN nodes (bundle routers
or agents). As bundles may be of arbitrary size, fragmentation is supported to deal with storage or transmission constraints. A custody transfer imposes persistence
requirements on bundle storage in and reliability on forwarding across bundle agents. A bundle lifetime set by
the sender limits each bundle’s circulation. Administrative bundles may inform a sender about message forwarding progress, end-to-end delivery, or failures.
A DTN routing framework has been presented in [3].
Variants of epidemic routing have been proposed (not
just) for mobile environments (e.g. [5]). These routing
protocols create multiple copies of a message and choose
different paths to increase the delivery probability (using
different algorithms for creating, forwarding, and purg1

Depending on the routing algorithms in use, both
req(U) and rsp(U) may traverse several paths and multiple copies may be spread across the network. When
another client S later also issues a request req0 (U) for U,
depending on the proximity of R and S, the motion of
nodes Ni , and the respective paths chosen by the routing
protocol, req0 (U) may traverse a node N j that still holds
a copy of rsp(U). In this case, N j could act as an implicit cache, create rsp0 (U) from its stored U, and reply
to S (not forwarding req0 (U)). The prerequisite is that
N j is able to identify U, to match req0 (U) and rsp(U),
and to determine if the freshness requirements from the
request are satisfied by rsp(U). If response bundles are
stored even longer than necessary for DTN delivery (e.g.,
space permitting, for the validity period), a cooperative
cache can be created among mobile users by leveraging
delay-tolerant routing mechanisms. Note that this content caching is different from the content delivery mechanisms presented above since, here, we wait for explicit
requests rather than distributing resources proactively.

ing copies of messages). Furthermore, erasure and network coding techniques have been suggested [2, 10, 11]
to increase the delivery probability while reducing the
overall load on the network.
The delay-tolerant nature of DTNs enables more sophisticated membership and delivery models when dealing with multicasting [13]. The store-carry-and-forward
paradigm is exploited for (application-layer) broadcasting to spread information from a few feeds to many recipients [4], leveraging DTNs for content distribution.
In contrast to traditional Content Delivery Networks
(CDNs) that use dedicated infrastructure, with DTNs, the
user nodes play an active roles in dissemination.
Our recent work on Grid data storages has presented a
design for a scalable erasure coding storage showing how
to efficiently stripe files into large chunks for redundancy
[8] and how the coding can be used with large data units
comparable to size of bundles [9].
In this paper, we generalize and extend these ideas and
propose tapping into the DTN layer to leverage and influence storage and propagation in DTNs in order to support application operations. We start by looking at storing, disseminating, and retrieving self-contained ADUs,
but also investigate supporting further operations. In all
cases, each DTN bundle carries processing hints to influence its treatment by the DTN nodes.1

3.2

3 A PPLICATION S CENARIOS
We assume that the application protocols are designed
for or adapted to be used with DTNs (as proposed for
HTTP [6] or email [7]). We start with two specific scenarios concerning retrieval and distributed storage, then
look at more general protocol operations, and finally
summarize common requirements for DTN support. We
focus on realizing the respective protocol functionality
and defer the discussion of security issues to section 6.
3.1

Content Storage

The above scenario can be extended to cover store operations as well. Assume a (mobile) user T traveling who
wants to maintain a blog about her trip and archive her
digital pictures, making the blog and a subset of the pictures also available to other travelers who might be in the
area as an instant travel guide. T uses some third-party
provider in the fixed Internet that accepts DTN-based delivery of contents, generates blog entries, and archives
images as specified; all bundles received and successfully processed by the service provider are explicitly acknowledged end-to-end so that the traveler knows when
she can delete the information locally.
The storage request srq(U) identifying and containing
the resource U will propagate towards the fixed Internet,
again, being stored, forwarded, and replicated possibly
along multiple paths on nodes Ni . Replication and extended storage on other intermediary nodes can be used
to make the U available to another peer P who is interested in this information; its request req(U) can be
handled as described above. This very mechanism may
also serve as a (short-term) distributed backup storage
for user T as multiple copies exist and may prevent information loss in case of hardware loss or failure—or for
storage in a DTN for the entire lifetime of U. In both
cases, T may choose the lifetime for the srq(U) bundle
to match the desired period of (local) availability rather
than just the expected time to reach the fixed “origin”
server. Explicit cleanup bundles may be used to force
purging contents once it is no longer needed.

Implicit Content Caching

A mobile user wants to retrieve web page resources
available on the Internet. A web page request req(U)
from a requester R contains an HTTP GET message with
a URI identifying the resource U sought; header fields
may indicate R’s relevant capabilities and conditions for
resource retrieval. req(U) travels from R intermediate
nodes Ni the (fixed) origin server which returns a response rsp(U) containing the complete resource U in
question plus a set of descriptive attributes (e.g., its modification date and validity period) or an error notification.
Both req(U) and rsp(U) may be replicated several times
on their way through the DTN and stored temporarily, at
most until their respective lifetimes have expired.
1 This might be viewed as resembling Active Networking to some
extent. In comparison, in DTN-based operation, processing takes place
per (large) self-contained bundle rather than per (small) independent
packet (and thus less frequently) and DTN nodes will often be user
devices rather than infrastructure components.

3.3

Further Operations

The above examples show protocol operations acting on
complete resources and delivering these in a DTN. Fur2

This common information may be carried in a bundle
protocol extension header, Application-Hints, providing
the following fields: resource URI (including the application protocol), operation indicator, resource lifetime,
and possibly further resource-specific parameters. Such
a header can be encoded in a few bytes plus the URI and
optionally the MIME type and thus will increase the bundle size only marginally. In case of bundle fragmentation, this header needs to be copied into every fragment.

ther operations maintaining the integrity of such complete resources are conceivable: Partial resource retrieval is straightforward by allowing common subaddressing schemes (such as the HTTP Range: header).
Subscription and notification services could be realized
that allow nodes to monitor known resources for updates.
DTN multicasting could be used for efficient distribution
with multicast EIDs representing certain resource collections (e.g., content-based or source-based “channels”).
Assuming some hierarchical structure of resource identifiers (such as web pages), prefix-based subscriptions
would allow efficiently monitoring huge resource collections (e.g., all objects of a web site). Content transformation may be performed for a specific requesting node
that supplies its own capabilities in the request. Another
node will only respond if it is capable of performing the
necessary content transformation. As a fallback, the request can be routed to the origin server.
Operations that manipulate or update parts of a resource might also be defined; however, this raises synchronization and authorization issues (see section 6).

3.4

4 A PPLICATION - AWARE DTN ROUTERS
Figure 1 shows a simplified diagram of a sample DTN
router: a bundle—comprising a DTN header denoted by
“H” and a payload—arrives on an incoming interface on
the left. After some validity checking (e.g., authentication, TTL) the bundle is passed on to the routing logic
where loop detection is performed, a forwarding decision is taken, and the bundle is placed in one or more of
the outgoing queues. The routing decision may be revisited whenever a new contact/link becomes available and
queues may be updated as new bundles arrive. The bundle is transmitted when a contact/link becomes available,
logically preceding bundles have been sent, and the peer
accepts the bundle. After transmission, a bundle may be
kept further in the same or a different queue, e.g., to await
further transmission opportunities to other contacts. A
bundle may be purged after successful transmission, reception of a delivery or custody transferred notification,
or according to some deletion strategy (e.g., oldest bundle, shortest remaining lifetime, random).

Common Requirements

From the above scenarios, we can extract some commonalities that a DTN bundle router instance could use as
hints for tailored processing of bundles. Tailored processing may range from noticing the presence of a particular bundle (e.g., carrying a resource) to modifying store
and forward operations to replying to received bundles as
we will discuss further in the next section.
First of all, bundles that could benefit from enhanced
treatment need to be identified as such. Somewhat similar to the IP router alert option, a bundle should be
tagged if special handling beyond “fast path” is desired.
Independent of a particular application protocol, the
general class of operation should be identified to allow
for minimal support even if the application protocol details are not understood: it should be visible whether a
bundle carries a resource (retrieved or to store) as opposed to just a retrieval request, storage or error response.
This allows for different storage and routing policies.
Obviously, the resource the protocol operation is to act
upon needs to be identified independent of the application, typically by using a URI, so that at least contentspecific indexing is possible.
If a resource is contained in the message, its application layer validity period (lifetime) should be made explicit, so that bundle storage may be adapted accordingly.
For more advanced processing, its content type and possibly other (MIME) parameters might be provided.
Finally, the application protocol should be identified
to allow for dedicated handling so that, e.g., specific responses to retrieval requests can be generated. Processing steps requiring further details can then interpret the
application protocol and react accordingly.
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Figure 1: Simplified view of a DTN router

Bundles may stay in router queues up to their TTL.
Routing protocols may perform partial or full replication
of bundles at different stages: only the sender may create
copies, only n copies in total may be created, or bundles may forwarded only a fixed number of times (before
the destination is met), to name just a few. In all cases,
bundle routing/forwarding as well as deletion decisions
are taken based upon the bundle headers only. However,
these headers indicate transmission parameters but do not
necessarily reflect properties of the bundle contents. In
the following, we introduce two extension steps to bundle routers based upon the Application-Hints header proposed above: a passive and an active mode of operation.

4.1

Passive Router Support

With passive support, the DTN router does not alter its
own behavior concerning bundle routing. Merely, as
depicted in figure 2a, an additional application-aware
3

AAP module to perform similar operations (ctrl) as well
as to discard queued bundles. These operations allow
an AAP module speeding up spreading of some bundles while delaying or preventing further dissemination
of others. The AAP module now also interacts with the
routing logic, receiving information (info) about routing
tables but also being able to supply such information via
the ctrl interface.2 This enables controlling the degree of
replication, the choice of outgoing links, or the amount
of erasure coding being applied per bundle to match application needs. For example, if a DTN serves as (temporary) storage for certain resources according to scenario
2 above, a higher degree of replication is desirable for
storage than for retrieval requests.
In all their decisions and influences, the application
modules do not have to strive for absolute correctness
or reliability as in a distributed system but may rather
operate probabilistically: those requests that cannot get
resolved or found locally will have to travel to the origin
server. This means that AAP modules can be optimistic
in their behavior to achieve their goals and conservative
with respect to their impact on the network’s operation.

processing (AAP) module gathers information upon every bundle event occurring in the router: about newly
arriving bundles (info) containing an Application-Hints
header “A” and when these bundles get added to and
deleted from queues. By inspecting the ApplicationHints, the module maintains a local context from the
application perspective. This context allows the AAP
module, e.g., to locate a local copy of a resource U in
an srq(U) or rsp(U) matching an incoming req(U). If
found it may retrieve the resource from a queue, use an
application-specific component to generate a reply bundle, and enqueue it for delivery to the requester
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Figure 2: Passive (a) and Active (b) Support in a DTN Router

4.2

Generic vs. Specific Operation

In both passive and active mode, the question arises of
how much generalization can and should be applied and
where application-specific support is absolutely needed
(and how much application knowledge should go into a
router in the first place). Any router actions that do not
generate new bundles (with modified contents) or alter
existing ones can operate independently of the application protocol, yet may support selected applications, e.g.,
by influencing routing decisions or queuing.
It is obvious that a DTN router must understand an application protocol to respond to requests or perform even
more sophisticated operations. However, there are some
fairly general protocols (such as HTTP) that make up a
large fraction of the Internet traffic today so that very limited additional effort may already yield significant gain.
As the application protocols can be identified from the
hints in a bundle, their processing can be dispatched to
specific plug-ins that may be added and removed dynamically. Again, since enhanced DTN router modules operate probabilistically, applications will still work even
if their bundles are not recognized by some or all of the
nodes. This also helps incremental deployment.

Outgoing
interfaces

Active Router Support

A passive AAP module cannot influence decisions of the
local router, which has the benefit of minimizing interference with the operation of DTN routing protocols. In
some situations, however, such an influence may be desirable: In a simple example, an AAP module that serves
repeated req(U) for a resource from the local queue may
want to prevent the bundle containing rsp(U) from being deleted and keep it until its application-level validity
period expires. Similarly, an AAP module may speed up
deletion of resource bundles that are no longer needed or
may treat bundles containing different (classes of) operations differently. Furthermore, an AAP module may supply routing hints or forwarding decisions per application
and thus enable different routing schemes to be active
at the same time—a feature which could be used to construct overlays as part of the regular routing mechanisms.
Finally, this may even allow a mobile node to exercise
better control of its local capacity by selectively forwarding bundles for some applications (which the user is interested in) while not accepting them for others.
For this active control, further interfaces are added as
shown in figure 2: The AAP module may discard incoming bundles. Queuing is extended to keep the AAP
module informed about manipulations (including moving bundles within or between queues) and enable the

5 S IMULATIONS AND O BSERVATIONS
We have carried out a first set of simple simulations to
show the effect of caching bundle contents in routers and
present some initial findings on the use of applicationaware routing combined with caching in bundle based
message delivery. As performance metrics, we look at
the delivery ratio, response time, and network utilization.
2A
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bundle router API is currently under discussion in the DTNRG.

(used by each intermediary to determine independently
per unique message whether or not to cache). Network
usage shows the average message volume in the network
queues when responses arrive at the client. With increased caching probability, an the number generated responses grows if a request reaches multiple independent
caching nodes.3 The request success rate shows the success rate of 200 requests being responded to by the server
or a caching intermediary. With increasing caching probability, the success rate greatly increases and average
time to get a response strongly decreases. The need for
requests to travel shorter distances in a lossy network explains the increased performance which is confirmed by
the response message hop count.
We note that even small caching probabilities lead
to significant performance improvements. Above 30 %,
there is little extra gain and above 10 %, there is virtually
no extra storage penalty. In this scenario, the delivery ratio does not exceed 85 % and queuing requirements are
quite immense, both of which can be addressed by different routing protocols. Particularly the latter also hints
at the need for application-aware duplicate detection as
two identical responses from different caches are different messages from a bundle layer perspective. A further
analysis of the hop count revealed that 75 % of the responses came from less than 3 hops away.
We have compared these figures against two fixed
caches placed in the middle rows of the grid: the resulting performance was only marginally better than without
any caching (the impact of cache placement has not yet
been investigated). We have also simulated (a) selective
support per application class where a node only caches a
certain resource Ux chosen at startup and (b) additionally
50 % of the nodes not cooperating at all. The results are
roughly similar to those obtained for 20-30 % caching as
shown above with (a) performing slightly better.

We have extended a Java-based DTN simulator [3]
to support the functionality needed for our applicationaware routing: bundle-based transfer, with each bundle
identified by a URI; caching bundles on the routing nodes
with a certain probability; bundle forwarding without
fragmentation with incomplete transfer leading to a retransmission; bundle fragmentation with bundles being
send in chunks in a way that each chunk remains to be
self-contained and identifiable. For bundle forwarding,
we use flooding implemented in the simulator.
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Figure 3: Simple grid topology used in simulations.

Figure 3 depicts the network topology used in our simulations. We have chosen a simple structure of the topology to avoid biases. The client (C) is situated at one edge
of a 10x10 grid topology and two servers (S) are located
at the opposite side. Nodes connect to their neighbors
over a WLAN link at 11 Mbit/s. The link behavior simulates a highly intermittent connectivity pattern where up
and down times are exponentially distributed with mean
of 16 s for the uptime and a mean of 4 s for the downtime, thus letting our target bundles pass but also leading
to transmission failures. Link delays are static at 100 ms
and each node contributes 500 MB of queue space. Four
different URIs U1 ...U4 are requested every 50 s and both
requests and responses time out after 24 s; responses may
be cached for 480 s by intermediate nodes. We have run
simulation over 3 hours of simulation time with background traffic of 2 MB bundles sent in ten second intervals from two sources (“src”) to two sinks (“snk”) located in the middle two grid rows on the left and right.

6 D ISCUSSION AND O PEN I SSUES
Adding application-awareness to DTN routing raises numerous issues: should intermediate systems comprising
“the network” mess with application information units
instead of just forwarding them? If so, where shall we
draw the borderline? And which technical issues need to
be overcome in the real world?
As discussed in the introduction, we believe that DTNbased communication is much more suitable for inspecting and processing bundles in intermediate nodes than
are individual IP packets, provided that we do not make
end-to-end communication dependent on anything but
regular bundle forwarding in the DTN. Providing explicit
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Figure 4: Probabilistic application-aware caching of resources
3 Because of the lossy network, we do not drop requests once they
were responded to and also do not perform duplicate detection on bundles from different sources. Significant fine-tuning appears possible
here.

Figure 4 illustrates the effect of caching messages beyond forwarding with an increasing caching probability
5

will need to look at additional setups (including mobility), different DTN routing protocols, and erasure coding. We will also look at further application protocol
operations and particularly investigate the performance
and persistence characteristics of a distributed storage.
An important aspect is the potential for “feature interaction” of plain and application-aware DTN routers in case
the latter actively influence DTN routing (e.g., perform
content-based routing). These investigations should help
characterizing the space in which adding applicationawareness to DTN routing is applicable.

hints about application contents also appears more sensible than second-guessing applications (e.g., from port
numbers or communication patterns) so that particularly
mobile users can choose which contents to process and
forward and which to discard—which may also serve as
a basis for future incentives to mobile users to carry traffic for others. So far, we also believe that applicationspecific extensions should be simple and so should be the
supported operations. This rules out operations requiring
synchronization of concurrent write access to resources
as we do not see router support as a way to build distributed applications. We deliberately restrict our general application hints to a common minimum (and also
rule out conveying code).4
For practical operation, as with any caching but particularly relevant to cooperative environments, applications may need to authenticate the origin and ensure the
integrity of the data received. If DTN routers shall be
able to generate replies, the protection of the resource
contained in a bundle must be independent of the authentication of the entire response bundle. As operations
and associated resources are spread and stored across the
DTN, resources may need protection against unauthorized access, which can only be achieved by means of
encryption. Finally, DTNs are susceptible to all kinds
of DoS attacks: senders may lie about bundle contents
to obtain better treatment, intermediate nodes may maliciously drop bundles, or nodes may simply flood a DTN
with bundles, tagged as arbitrary or one particular application to disturb the regular operation of the network
through congestion. However, most of these security issues are not specific to the application-awareness proposed in this paper, but need to be solved for DTNs and
particularly DTN-based MANETs in any case.
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7 C ONCLUSION AND N EXT S TEPS
In this paper, we have suggested to take advantage
of two DTN features—namely bundles being selfcontained ADUs and their extended storage period and
distribution—to provide additional support for applications in DTN bundle agents. This allows generic functions such as bundle routing to be performed differently
per application or resource, but particularly allows more
sophisticated support such as caching, distributed storage, and further functions to be built on top. The proposed extension concept is incrementally deployable and
robust as the regular network operation does not depend
on any nodes to support a specific application.
From some initial simulations we have carried out for
cooperative caching, we observe that a small fraction of
DTN nodes cooperating at the application layer suffices
to increase caching performance; future investigations
4 If an application wants to benefit from communicating code, this
should be part of the application protocol portion and be validated and
executed in the context of application-specific processing.
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